Porotherm R25 Th +
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Width 250 mm

Height
249 mm

Length 500 mm
Precision-ground blocks for Roller Applicator
and DRYFIX® systems

Porotherm R25 Th+
Hybrid Wall

Technical information about

48 blocks/pallet

20.6 kg/block

8 blocks/m2

The R25 Th+ Block
Standardised compressive strength class:

RC80

Normalised compressive strength:

fb= 9 N/mm2 (for calculations according to Eurocodes)

Category I-LD-RC 80 – Conforms to standard NF EN 771-1 and NF EN 771-1/CN

The wall made with R25 Th+ Blocks
Total finished thickness of horizontal joints:

1mm (consumption ± 2.2kg/m2 approx. 0.5 bag per pallet)

Vertical joints:

Dry interlocking or mortar pockets filled (± 4.5 l/m 2)
or thin joints (± 2.0 kg/m2 approx. 0.5 bag per pallet)

Type of masonry surface (substrate):

Rt 3

External wall finish:

Lime cement or OC 2 ready mix mortar

Weight of bare wall:

Approx. 165kg/m2

Use in accordance with French Standard NF DTU 20.1 and technical application document 16/08-561 + additive 01
Rt2: masonry elements with medium adhesion properties according to French building code
OC2: category of single layer mortar in France

Scan code to be directed
to “Technical Information”
Stellaria
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Thermal Insulation


Thermal resistance of wall (without surface resistances)
Wall

Performance

Render coating 1 side
+ Wall of Porotherm R25 Th+ blocks

R = 1.71 m2 K/W
(without surface resistances)



Insulating masonry (reduced thermal bridges)



Volumetric heat capacity of bare wall: VHC = 660 kJ/(m 3.K)

Thermal Insulation of the finished wall


Examples of values with different types of insulation
Thermal resistance m2 ·K / W
(Without surface resistances)
with Rmur = 2.54

Surface coefficient W / (m2.K)

Render + R25 Th+
+ lining insulation
complex λ = 0.030
(13 + 120 R = 4.10)

R = 5.81

Uw = 0.17

Render + R25 Th+
+lining insulation
complex λ = 0.032
(10 + 120 R = 3.80)

R = 5.51

Uw = 0.18

R = 4.88

Uw = 0.20

Wall

Insulation 120mm λ =
0.038 (R = 3.15)
+ R25 Th+
+ Plaster
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Values of intermediate floors, according to the Th-U Rules in W/(m.K)


Examples of thermal bridge values with internal thermal insulation
Type of thermal break

Concrete or clay block
floor 16 cm thick
Concrete floor 20cm
thick

TH7 filler block
Rw = 0.33

Insulated floor end filler
block
Rw = 0.5

TH7 Filler block + Aboutherm
2cm
Rw = 0.83

0.33
Internal insulation 2.1.25

0.28
Internal insulation 2.1.25

-

0.44

0.38

Internal insulation 2.1.24

Internal insulation 2.1.24

0.30
CSTB calculation

Other layouts: see Th-U Rules, book 5, Internal insulation, insulating masonry

Acoustic Comfort

Wall

Ʌ Rw + Ctr (dB)

Rw + Ctr (dB)

0

40

+10

50

+ Mineral wool insulation
10 + 80 minimum
(X-Energy XPS)

+10

50

+ BA 13 wall lining on independent metal frame + MW 75
mm minimum

+13

53

+1

41

+10

50

Rendered on 1 side
+ R25 Th+
Internal Thermal
Insulation

External Thermal
Insulation

Sound reduction indices

+ EPS lining Th-A
13+80 minimum

+ EPS
+ organic render
+ Mineral wool
+ organic render

Justification

FIC 2012/AE01
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Fire Safety


Reaction to fire: Class A1 (non-combustible)



Fire resistance: Porotherm R25 Th+ Clay block walls meet the fire safety criteria for category 2
and 3 multi-dwelling units with different thermal insulation solutions in New Zealand.
Wall

Test Load (kN/m)

Class

French Report No.

130

REI30

10-U-2478 +
Extension 10/1 and
11/4 revision 1

230

REI90

10-U-673 + Extension
11/1

170

REI60

12-A-031

170

REI60

11-U-286
+ Extension 11/1

170

REI60

11-U-286
+ Extension 11/1

Render
+ R25 Th+
+ EPS lining or MW
10+60 to 140
Render
+ R25 Th+
+ X Energy lining
10 + 80 or plus
Plaster + R25 Th+
+ insulating ceramic
coating
+ Any type of plaster
Plaster + R25 Th+
+ cement plaster or
plaster
+ any type of plaster
External insulation
+ R25 Th+
+ cement plaster or
plaster

Layout and implementation details are given in the report. The loads carried to the ground must be calculated for
the construction project.
Before construction begins all the construction details must be checked and confirmed by all parties (project owner,
main contractor, design office, contractors & engineer).
Stellaria NZ LTD accepts no liability for any use outside of these scopes of use. Test reports available on request.

Environmental Protection
Non-renewable primary energy consumed for the Functional Unit over its Typical Lifespan in MJ

400

Climate change for the Functional Unit over its Typical Lifespan in kg CO2e

29.3

Data from the French Environmental Product Declaration sheet (FDES) for Porotherm Clay blocks can be
consulted on the site www.inies.fr

Construction in seismic zone


The resistance of Porotherm R25 Th + and the design of the accessories by SED depending on seismic
zone



The vertical sockets are glued to the thin joint mortar, or the mortar bags are filled with mortar, unless
special provisions with dry vertical joints as prescribed by SED
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Accessories for Roller Applicator

and DRYFIX system

Floor-end filler blocks
Thermal resistance R = 0.33 m2 K/W
TH7-16

500 x 65 x 159 mm

192/pallet

4.5 kg

2.0/ml

TH7-20

500 x 65 x 199 mm

144/pallet

5.7 kg

2.0/ml

Aboutherm Th38
See Accessories Brochure (English version coming soon!)

Insulated floor-end filler blocks
See Accessories Brochure (English version coming soon!)

Roller shutter boxes
See Accessories Brochure (English version coming soon!)

Column blocks
Opening 170 mm
R25

500 x 250 x 249 mm

48/pallet

19.7kg

4.0/ml

Alternative R25

500 x 250 x 189 mm

64/pallet

16.3kg

-

Tools and mortar for Roller Applicator System
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Bond beam lintel
Sub-face 250,200, or 120mm following cut rabbet
R25

500 x 250 x 249 mm

Opening 150 x 120 mm

48/pallet

18.0 kg

2.0/ml

Levelling block
R25

500 x 250 x 124 mm

96/pallet

10.0kg

2.0/ml

Low block
R25

500 x 250 x 189 mm

64/pallet

16.0kg

2.0/ml

Pre - lintels
See Accessories brochure

Rebates and half rebates
Reveal block 250mm or 120mm with rabbet 130 x 60mm
R25

500 x 250 x 249 mm

48/pallet

20.0kg

3.0/ml

Window sills made of pre-assembled Terca bricks
See Wienerberger façade solutions

Insulating mortar for
blocks laid with a
trowel and wide
vertical joints
Tools and bonding adhesive for DRYFIX assembly
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Vertical Reinforced Columns
Vertical wall at 90°

Vertical in-line wall reinforced column

Odd Row
Odd Row

Even Row

Even Row

Wall on basement (example with overhang)
Vertical joining in "T" junction of 2 walls of
thickness 250 mm
Overhang, max 25 mm
(standard NF DTU 20.1)

First Row

Fill any openings

Second Row

Masonry or
concrete

Intermediate floor thermal bridge break

Planelle TH7
+ XPS insulating
panel

Third Row
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Exterior Wall / Split Wall Joints
Wall with Insulated Thermal Insulation


Wall with Exterior Thermal Insulation

Porotherm Block



Concrete Crosswalls

Exterior

Exterior

Concrete or
Briques à
Bancher

Portal cut 1
row out of 2

Portal

Interior
Vertical links connected at the foundation and bond beam by the
horizontal links (if acoustic or fire rating not required)



Concrete Slabs or Vertical Bonding Blocks

Exterior

Insulation

Interior



Briques à Bancher (structural concrete filled clay block)

Tables of bays
The bearing length of the lintels on the masonry is determined
by SED

Wall opening and lintel supports
Concrete or
Briques à
Bancher

Portal

Interior

Lintel
Blocks

Minimum
200mm

Rebate table (cut to 250 mm
length 1 row out of 2)

Intersecting concrete wall or blocks

Wall openings with Roller Box and lintels
Exterior

Concrete or
Briques à
Bancher

Wings of brick lintels cut on
site for lifting

Lintel Blocks

Interior
Recessed 25 mm confirmed by SED

Rebate table (cut to
250 mm length 1 row
out of 2)
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Openings
Accessory Block Dimensions




Lintel R25

Rebate Block R25

Exterior

160
160

249

Lintel
Prelintel
type 6/12
Rebate block with
cut-out on site

250



Interior

Rebate Block R25



With Exterior Solar Shutters

Exterior

Lintel
Roller Tunnel
30 cm aligned
outside

Wall with Thermal Insulation


With Lintel

Interior
Rebate (or portal
if seismic)

Exterior

Lintel

Rebate (or portal
if seismic)

Interior

Slides for roller shutters
positioned according to the
winding mechanism

The sketches and photos are given only as an indication, to help in the choice of
the blocks. They can not be accepted as a contractual document or as a global
design. Any use or application of the products and accessories listed in this
catalogue must be in accordance with SED.
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Wall with Exterior Thermal Insulation




With one-piece roller shutter

Exterior

Joinery positioned flush to exterior wall

Exterior

Rebate (or
portal if
seismic)

Rebate (or
portal if
seismic)

Lintel

Interior

Interior

Bond Beams
Horizontal Course

Link with Roof Trusses

Roof
framing

Bracket on timber
packer

Heel cut-out of the
lintel for vertical and
horizontal connection

Bond beam/lintel
course
Lintel course
Cutting wing lintel
for continuity
horizontal courses

Wall openings with lintel in seismic zones
Detail of heel cut out for the lintel to wall
junctions

Overview
Lintel
block

Portal (cut to 250 mm
length 1 row out of 2 for
crossing vertical joints)
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Wall Solutions

User manual
Masonry Roller®
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First course
mortar base
laying of the mortar on
floor slabs at the edge of
the floor.

Lay the first row of
blocks on a 10mm
levelled fresh mortar
base.

Ensuring a true level
first course of blocks
ensures
thin
bed
mortared
courses
remain level and true
to any height.

Waterproof Mortar
The use of a water-repellent
mortar for the first course. This
prevents any rising moisture
from the slab

Ensure correct
water ratio
Compliance with the water to mortar mix ratio
(indicated on the back of the mortar bags) allows the
mortar to spread evenly over the 3 mm, spiralled
formers on the mortar roller
Before spreading the mortar, the blocks are brushed
and moistened with a damp brush to prevent too rapid
a setting of the mortar. As outlined in the technical
data sheet, the allowable installation temperature is
between + 5 ° C and 35 ° C.
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Precision cutting
Only powered masonry saws provide a clean and
precise block cut.
Only the recommended power cutters (alligator and
table saw) will provide this clean, precise block cut.
Any minor openings in vertical joints are to be filled
with insulating mortar.

Alligator Portable Saw

Table saw

Seismic zone

In some seismic zones, vertical
joints are made by gluing the
blocks to the thin joint mortar, either
with the aid of the roller, by
trowelling or by filling the mortar
pocket by trowel.

Protect from rain

In the event of a prolonged shutdown
of the site and especially during rainy
weather, it is advisable, to cover the
top of walls.
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Implementation

Adjust the level of the
adjustable screeds using a
laser level and spirit level.

Preparation of an even, level
mortar course.

Lay the 1st row perfectly level,
in both directions, adjusting
with the rubber mallet.

A standard mortar mixer used
to prepare the mortar for the
1mm thin bed joints. (1 bucket
sufficient for 6 m²)

Application (approx. 3 mm) of
the thin joint mortar using the
Porotherm roller (finished joint
1 mm).

The following
course of
blocks automatically adjust to
the previous row until the
desired height is reached.

Always
pull
the
roller
applicator, never push it

Slide them down vertically
without
dragging
them
horizontally.
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Stellaria
NZ
Ltd
works
closely
with Wienerberger AG, France to support
you and offer optimal wall solutions for
the reduction of thermal bridging, energy
savings, safety and durability of every
POROTHERM building.
POROTHERM offers the perfect building
solution for single-level residential, multi
-level apartments and commercial office
buildings. Stellaria NZ Ltd is able to offer
advice on how POROTHERM can meet
your expected objectives depending on
the nature of the building to meet all
thermal, acoustic and fire safety requirements.
Masonry DRYFIX
A revolution for the use of ground
POROTHERM blocks:

•
•
•
•
•

Optimisation of installation labour
costs
Reliable, even in winter down to -5
degrees C
Simplicity and ergonomics on site
Clean & quiet building site
Respects the VOC-free environment

Masonry Rolls
Wienerberger was the originator of
Rolling Masonry, with the Roller
Applicator in 1996 to:
•
Saves time and reduces labout
costs
•
Clean wall application, near zero
waste

Headquarters Wienerberger S.A.S.
8, rue du Canal - Achenheim
67087 Strasbourg cedex 2
Such. : 03 90 64 64 64 - Fax: 03 90 64 64 61

Scan code to be directed
to “Technical Information”
Stellaria

Stellaria NZ LTD
Corner Duke & Empire Street,
Cambridge, NZ
Ph: 07 823 5124
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